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I. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a physical system whose state at any time is described 
by an n-dimensional column vector n(t). Suppose that x(t) is the solution 
of an inhomogeneous linear differential equation 
i(t) = A(t)%(t) + B(t)&(t) (1) 
where A(l), an n x n matrix, and R(t), an ?z x Y matrix, are both contin- 
uous, and e(t) is an r-dimensional column vector. The components of 
$1: El(t), E&L. * *, e,(t) correspond to I controllers, whose value can be 
adjusted to control the state vector x(t). 
In most physical systems the values that the ci(t) may take on are 
limited. For the sake of simplicity (although little generality is lost) we 
shall assume that e(t) is restricted by IQ(~) 1< 1, i = 1,. . . J. Such vector 
functions, if they are measureable, will be called admissible. 
The following problem is considered. Given an initial value x(O) = x,,, 
a moving point E(t), where l(t) is continuous, and given a freedom of 
choice for E(t), so long as it is admissible, we wish to find the smallest 
t > 0 for which x(t) = E(t). A function E(t) which minimizes this t will be 
called an optimal strategy. A case of particular interest is when t(t) zs 0. 
We shall call this the special problem. 
This problem was first solved by Bushaw for a particular case [l]. 
The special problem in which r = H with B the identity matrix, and A 
is constant with distinct real negative eigenvalues, was solved by Bellman, 
Glicksberg, and Gross p j . Their technique has been applied to the more 
general problem by LaSalle [3, 4, 5j, and Gamkredlidze [S] who appar- 
ently discovered it independently. The latter restricted himself to A 
and B constant, but LaSaIle proved existence theorems for the linear, 
time varying problem. Pontryagin [7] phrased the solution in terms of 
a maximum principle. Desoer [8] considered the same problem as 
Bellman et al., and obtained the same result with variational techniques, 
using Lagrange multipliers. 
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LaSalle’s result, which is the most general, can be formulated as 
follows. If the system (1) is normal (the definition of this is given below), 
there is a unique (a.e.) c(t) which is optimal. Furthermore, this e(t) is 
bang-bang, i.e. is piecewise continuous and takes on only the values & 1. 
Its value can he given in terms of the sign of a function $-l(t)B(t), 
where TV is a constant n-dimensional row vector, and X(f) is the principal 
matris solution of the homogeneous equation associated with (1). Thus 
if 11 is known, the optimal strategy is determined. Clearly 11 depends on 
.u,, and the trajectory t(t) (as well as the matrices -4(t) and B(t)). 
linti now the general synthesis problem, i.e. determining E(f), or 
equivalently finding r, has not been solved. Bushaw IL] did find a solu- 
tion for the special problem of second order with constant coefficients 
and one controller. He did so br constructing switching curves which 
divide the phase plane into two regions. If the state vector is in one 
region the optimum strategy is to let e(t) = +- I, if in the other half, -- 1. 
LaSalle suggested a synthesis procedure for the special autonomous 
(A and B constant) problem. Namely he would pick an 11, begin at the 
origin, integrate backward in time and see where he wound up. In this 
way he would determine his switching surfaces. 
This method of reverse integration, which has also been mentioned 
in the engineering literature [9] has two serious drawbacks. First it is 
restricted to autonomous systems, and second it is basicallv a trial and 
error method, with no guarantee of convergence. Conceivably, in a 
physical application, the switching surfaces could be preconstructed, and 
switching logic could be built around them. However the actual storage 
of such surfaces, or functions, presents formidable practical obstacles ; 
although attempts at this have been described in the engineering 
literature [lo, 11:. 
In the present paper a different approach is taken to the synthesis 
problem. First consider the special problem. Given an initial point xc,; 
a function f(y; x,,) - with y an rl-vector -~ is constructed explicitly. 
This function is shown to take on a maximum for y = r~, The only 
restriction on the system (1) is that it be normal; A and R need not b+, 
constant. 
The general problem may be solved bJ7 a similar formulation in terms 
of an extremum problem. However the sought for extremum may only 
be a local maximum, so that the actual computation becomes more 
difficult. 
II. BACKGROUND FOR THE SPECIAL PROBLEM 
It is instructive to sketch the proof of the existence theorem mentioned 
in the introduction. Consider the svstem (1). The solution of the equation 
is given by 
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where X(t) = is an 1z x rt matrix satisfying the equations 
@) = A (4-v), X(0) = I. 
If x(t) = 0, then 
For every fixed t > 0, define the subset C(t) of Euclidean a-space by 
I 
C(t) = 
II 
X--I(s 1zs: E(S) admissible . 
0 
(4) 
The set C(t) is the set of all initial conditions from which the origin 
can be reached in t seconds. The following properties of C(t), proved in [2], 
are necessary for the remainder of the argument. 
(a) C(t) is compact and convex, 
(b) C(t) > C(%) whenever t > t’, 
(c) C(t) grows continuously with t. 
If x0 is given, the least time in which the origin can be reached is the 
least t > 0 for which - x0 E C(t). Denote this t by to. Then - x0 is a 
boundary point of C(t,,), and since C(t,) is convex, there is at least one 
row vector q such that 
-y-xo>7j-w for all co E C&J. (5) 
That is, the function 7. w takes on its maximum in C(t,) when w = - x0. 
From (4), if w E C(t,), q . w is given by (for some admissible c(t)) 
t 
q - (0 = 
s 
11 * X-l(S)B(S)&(S) as. 
0 
(6) 
Now 11. X-l(s)B(s) is an r-dimensional row vector. It is clear that the 
expression (6) is maximized (for co E C(t,), or for E(S) admissible), by 
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having the vector function E(S) take on the value sgn L,, * .Y-‘(s)B(.q) , 
componentwise. There is difficulty only if a c~omponent of 11 . S--l(s)R(a) 
is zero on a subinterval of (O&J. 
The system (1) is said to be normal if no component of t/ . .I- -l(t)H(tj~ 
lranishes on any interval, no matter what the vector 1, +: 0. \\-tk shall 
henceforth restrict ourselves to normal systems. For normal system< 
optimal control is bang-bang, and unique, and is gi\-en 1~ 
F(t) = Sgll [q ’ x-‘(t)R(t) (7) 
where ‘1 is some constant vector’ depending on .x{,. This result is i-lut, to 
LaSalle 91. 
Kate that for fixed t, each tI determines (by its optimal strateg!. (i), 
and relation (4)) a unique 0.1 on the boumlar~ of C(t,). However. mart. 
than one ti (even assuming j\q\j = 1) may detertnine the same W, i.c. tllc 
same strategy (7). 
III. SYNTHESIS METHOD FUR THE SPECL.\I. F~OBLEM 
Define the vector function z(t, ~1) by 
. 
z(t, q) = \ X’-l(s)B(s) [sgn 71 - x-l(s)B(s)] as. 3) 
Then z(t, q) is on the boundary of C(t), and 
q * z(t, 7) > q - c for all 5E c(t), ; f z(t, r/). W) 
To reach the origin from - z(t, .I]), in minimal time, one uses a strategy 
given by (7). The minimal time is t seconds. 
The function ?I * z(t, 9) is clearly nonnegative and a nondecreasing 
continuous function of time. In fact rj .2(t, 71) is strictly monotonic, in f. 
Furthermore the normality of the system implies that z(t, PJ) is contin- 
uous in q. This follows from the fact that the zeroes of q. X-*(.s)K(s\ 
are continuous functions of 71. 
NOW consider a fixed initial value X, of the system (1). Let us assumes 
that by admissible steering we can reach the origin. (In general this need 
not be the case.) Hence for some t, - x0 E C(r). The point - .x,, lie\ 
on the boundary of a set C(t,), and there is a conves set of vectors N,, 
such that if ‘ye E HO, - q * x0 maximizes the function 11. CO for (I) E C(t,). 
The optimal strategy for bringing x from x,., to the origin is given by- 
formula (7), with 71 E H,,. Also - r, is equal to ~(l”, 11) with q c‘H,,. 
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Consider the function 
fk 7; 4 = 11. w 11) + %I (10) 
which is continuous in t and 9. For fixed q it is strictly increasing with t. 
Let us restrict ourselves to those q for which 17 * x0 = f(0, 11; x,,) is negative. 
If q $ Ho, f(f,, q; 4 > 0 by P), and consequently f(t, 11; x0) = 0 for 
some unique t, 0 < t < to. Denote this t by F(q; x0), so that 
fF(q; x0)> 7; n,,) = 0. 
Since f is continuous in its arguments, F is continuous in ~1. Fur- 
thermore if 7 $ He, F(t1; x,,) < t,; and F(q; x,,) = t, if ‘1 EH,,. Hence 
if q E H,, F(q; x0) takes on its maximum. This is the promised result. 
It may be rephrased as follows; 
The optimal strategy for taking the state zrector, given by a system (I), 
assumed to be normal, from a gizlen initial state x,, to the origirc is given by 
a control fulzctiofs of the form (7). Ajzy vector 11, z&h q + x0 < 0, which 
maximizes the time t for which ‘ye * z(t, 17) = - 9 * x,, (deue z(t, ,q) is given 
by (8)) may then be used in (7). Conzlersely, if 17 defines th.e optimal colztrol 
+z.rtion by (7), it maximizes this time. 
IV. SYNTHESIS METHOD FOK THE GENERAL PROBLEM 
If x(t) = F(t) for some t, then by (2) 
. 
X-l(t)&) - x0 = I x-l(S)B(S)&(S) as.
0 
Let us define A(t) by 
n(t) = x-l(t)[(t) - x0. 
The least time for which x(t) can “catch” t(t) is the smallest t for 
which i(t) E C(t). Then if t,, is the minimal time, A&,) lies on the boundary 
of C(t,,). 4s in Section II the existence of a vector “7 follows, and the 
unique, bang-bang, optimal strategy is given by (7). Define H,, as in 
Section III. 
r1nalogously to the function f given by (10) we define the function 
dik d by 
$(t, q9 = ~1 * id& 7) - W)l. (11) 
For ~7 E H,, +(t,, 71) = 0. 
It is not necessarily true that $(t, q) is monotonically increasing 
with t. However, if d(t, 17) is increasing at t = t, for every q E H,, we may 
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construct a local analog of the function F; i.e. for t in a neighborhood 
of t,, and ye in a neighborhood of H,, there is a function G(q) such that 
If ‘~1 E H,, @(PI) = f,, and if ~1 4 H,, CD(~) < to. This follows as in Set- 
tion III. \f’e thus have a much weaker masimum principle: 
Ij f, is fhe mi&zal time jor which x(t) , given by u normal system (1) 
rind. inifinUy equ,al to x0, eqds t(t) ; thert fhe unique optimal strntegy is 
,gizwx by a control juzctiou of the form (i), with. tj i>z some set H,. .‘3~fipost~ 
fhnt jor every ~1 E H, the function r,A(t, .)I) given by (11) is sfrictl>, increasilzg 
wifh~ f at t = t,. Theu fov 11 itz. a neighborhood oj HO, ~zd t in a neighbnPh.ootd 
oj t,, the xcfors 9 E H, maxi~mize th,e time for xhich r/ * z(t, ,)I) = )I . i(f). 
This principle only gives a necessary condition for an optimal strategy. 
It ma!’ not be sufficient. Namely an 11 which exhibits the above mas- 
imality need not be the one associated with the optimal strategy. In 
fact since l(t) may ha\-e the property that A(tJ 6 C(t,), jl(t2) E C(t,j, 
f, < f,< t2; the same local masimality ma\. appear at the first t > I, 
for which A(t) E C(t). If we refer to times s&h as t, as locally optimal, 
then the principle yields a sufficient condition for local optima only. 
\'. COMPUTING THE OPTIM.XI. STR.\TEG\- 
\Ve shall first restrict ourselves to the special problem. \Ve have shown 
that the solution of the synthesis problem reduces to finding the maximum 
of a function F(g). One convenient technique of finding such a maximum 
is by the method of steepest ascent. Formally, this involves making the 
variable rj a function of a parameter t, and solving the equation2 
+7F. (12) 
The parameter k is positive and may be a function of t and ‘1, or a 
constant. Under appropriate conditions, and with a proper initial “guess”, 
i.e. value for 7 at t = 0, lim )I(“) = Q,, with ~1~ E HO. 
7-m 
Necessary conditions for convergence to a solution in H, are that: 
(1) F have a maximum at PI,, (which was proved in Section III), (8) the 
solution q(t) never leaves the domain of F, and (3) the partial derivatives 
aFjari exist, where the iii are the components of 11. 
‘3 So change in notation will be used in this section to differentiate 7) from ,I 
transpose. However, no confusion should arise because it will he self-evitltanr 
whether a row or column is implied. 
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We shall first prove that the partial derivatives 3F/aqi exist and are 
continuous-with the possible exception of some odd points. Furthermore 
we shall show that the function VF has a particularly simple form. 
The function t = F(q) is given implicity by the relation 
To prove that F possesses continuous partial derivatives it suffices to 
prove that cYf/at and af/aqi (i = 1,. . .,Iz) exist and are continuous, and 
that (af/i%) # 0. Then, 
aF af af 
i G.= -q-, at 
i = I,. . .,?I. 
\I‘e shall prove that g(t, q) G 1. z(t, 7) is in Cl. 
g(t, 7/) = 1 (‘1 *x-l(s)B(s)) {sgn 71 * X-l(s)B(s)) ds. 
0 
If we denote the components of X-i(s)B(s) by yii(s) i 
j = 1,. . . ,7 then 
rf n 
&t 11) = & 5% . . . ,?%) = 2 
I 
i I;r rk ykjlS) / as. 
j=l o k=l 
= 
(14) 
Let Oj(S, q) = Z-,“=, ?lk y&). It suffices to show that for every j = 1,. . . ,Y, 
the function f . 
gdf, 71) =I loi@, q)l ds 
0 
is in Cl. Let 
Since our system is normal the set {s: q(s, 11) = 0} has measure zero 
for every q. Hence for any E > 0, there exists a positive 6 such that the set 
A, = {s: [q(s, q)( < S} h as measure less than E. Let -4, = {s : q(s, 71) > S>, 
and A- = (s: q(s, 7) < - S}. Also let 
M = max (yij(s)j. 
OSSS# 
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since )I,~ is continuous, M =: c*j. If we choose -I~/, such that IrItji, s-1 h’.ll, 
then 
.l‘h<s econd integral is less, in absolute value, than ;/lrii(:V~. Hence 
Consequently, 
where ei is the ith coordinate (row) vector. From (Is), it follows that 
so that :~(t, q), and hence f(t, q), are in Cl. From (13) and (14) we have 
and therefore, if we let o(F(q), q) = a(q), 
wherever a(r) > 0. 
Formally let us consider solving Eq. (IS) with K(t, ‘1) = a(q), i.e. 
dv - = -- P(w/), q) + %I. dt 
f,lci) 
Since the right-hand term is a continuous function of q, this equation 
has a solution. If a(q) # 0, dF(q)/d t exists and is equal to VF * dq/dt 
= c(q)VF. VF > 0. If ~1 $H,, VF # 0, and dF(r])/dz > 0. If a(q) == 0, 
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IIF(q is not defined. However Vf (for fixed t) is defined, and 
rYf(t, q(t))/& = - (&I/&)~ < 0 for q 4 Ha. Hence f(t, s](r)) is monot- 
onically decreasing with t - for t fixed -, or I;(q(z)) is increasing with t; 
so that for all q C$ H,, F(q(t)) is increasing with z. 
As a result it follows that if ‘1 is initially in the interior of the domain 
9 of F, the solution of (16) never leaves the domain. For F is defined for 
all those q for which 7. x0 < 0. If q(t) is to leave 9, then for some z,, 
Y&J . x0 = 0, which means that F(q(q,)) = 0. Rut this is impossible 
since F(q(0)) > 0, and F is increasing with t. 
Also note that if q(z) is a solution of (16), then ilq(r)il is constant. For 
by definition of F. 
It is clear that F(q) vanishes on the boundary of 52, takes on its 
positive maximum at all points in the convex set Ho, and has no other 
local maxima or minima. As a consequence it may be shown that if the 
solution to (16), with some initial condition, approaches a limit as t + co, 
then this limit is in H,. 
The process of solving Eq. (16) is particularly adapted to computers - 
both analog and digital. The function z(F(q), q) may be computed, by 
integration (see Eq. (8)) up to the value of t for which Eq. (13) is satisfied. 
The finite approximation for digital solutions of (16) is obvious. 
For an analog computer solution, the integration with respect to t 
is continuous. However, the computation of the function z(l;(q), 11) 
cannot be done instantaneously so that a sampling procedure must be 
used. 
It is of interest, for the purposes of computation, to note that the 
transpose of the row vector function 11. X-l(t), is the solution of the 
homogeneous system adjoint to (1): 
1 -;I - A*(t)%, x(0) = q 
where A* is the adjoint matrix of A. 
The solution to the general problem may be handled in a similar 
manner to the one described in this method - subject to the rather 
serious limitations described in Section IV. 
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